WILL CLASSES BE HELD ON YOUR CAMPUS AT ANY POINT DURING THE FALL 2020 TERM?

YES

ARE THERE HEALTH AND SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS AT PLAY ON CAMPUS, SUCH AS TEMPERATURE CHECKS, SOCIAL DISTANCING, NO LARGE GATHERINGS?

YES

HYBRID/VIRTUAL STRUCTURED RECRUITMENT OR COB

NO

RECRUITMENT EXECUTED AS PLANNED

NO

VIRTUAL FULLY STRUCTURED RECRUITMENT

VIRTUAL PARTIALLY STRUCTURED RECRUITMENT

VIRTUAL CONTINUOUS RECRUITMENT
VIRTUAL OR HYBRID IN-PERSON CONTINUOUS RECRUITMENT

STEP TWO
See a sample recruitment schedule here.

Each chapter determines method of COB.

Chapters follow safe social distancing guidelines.

Chapters use virtual platforms.

Chapters COB to total.

College Panhellenics may host an Panhellenic interest night to help facilitate joining opportunities.
VIRTUAL FULLY AND PARTIALLY STRUCTURED RECRUITMENT

STEP TWO

See sample recruitment schedules here and here.

College Panhellenic opens recruitment registration.

Recruitment Response Team to recommends
virtual platform.*

RFM and quota setting methods used.

Schedules are delivered to potential new
members with links to individual events.

Recruitment continues per
the schedule created by the
College Panhellenic.†

College Panhellenics may choose to
change their style of recruitment
to a less structured recruitment
style for more flexibility. See more
information about continuous
recruitment in this report.

*The National Panhellenic Conference (NPC) is
researching virtual platforms and is hoping to provide
resources in the coming weeks.

†For partially structured recruitment, the College
Panhellenic schedule is minimal.
HYBRID VIRTUAL & IN-PERSON FULLY & PARTIALLY STRUCTURED RECRUITMENT

**STEP TWO**
See sample recruitment schedules [here](#) and [here](#).

START

- College Panhellenic opens recruitment registration.
- Recruitment Response Team recommends in-person options based upon safe distancing guidelines.
- Recruitment Response Team recommends virtual platform.*

Schedules are delivered to potential new members with links to individual events.

- Recruitment continues per the schedule created by the College Panhellenic.†
- Recruitment Response Team recommends best option for open house round (video or virtual membership selection).

- RFM and quota setting methods used.

---

*The National Panhellenic Conference (NPC) is researching virtual platforms and is hoping to provide resources in the coming weeks.

†For partially structured recruitment, the College Panhellenic schedule is minimal.